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Abstract

A resonant isoscalar state is observed at ~ 1650 MeV/c2 in the e+e~ —* ir+ir~ir+ir~ir°
and K%K±rrf- channels. When compared with the n+ir~ir° and K+K~ channels evidence
is found for the #'(1680). Data have been collected with the DM2 detector at DCI in the
1350 <y/s< 2400 MeV range and refer to a ~ 2 pb'1 luminosity.
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Observation of the recurrencies of the p, w, <f> mesons is still controversial. The DMl
experiment showed evidence of an isoscalar state around 1650 MeV/c2 in the e+e~ —* KK,
KgK±irZ!:, and un+n~ channels. The lack of signal in the pit reaction strongly supported
the interprétation^1' of this state as a </> recurrency, the ^'(1680). The existence of an U)'
degenerate in mass and width with the p' (TO = 1550, T = 500 MeV) had been supposed.
However photoproduction experiments have given a preferred u/ assignment for the state
around 1670 MeV, and have suggested the existence of a <j>' at slightly higher masses'2'.
Thus, at present, the $'(1680) is reported'2! as a not well established resonance.

In previous papers DM2 has presented measurements of the e+e~ —> K+K~ and
KKir réactions!3'4! m quite good agreement with that reported by DMl.

In this paper we report updated results concerning the Tr+Tr~7r°, and Tr+TT~ Tr+Tr-Tr0

channels based on the whole available luminosity.
The experiment has been performed at the DCI, the Orsay colliding ring with the

DM2 detector'5!. Data have been taken in the 1.35 - 2.4 GeV energy range for a global
(1927 ± 116) nb-1 luminosity.
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7T+TT-Tr0 channel

The candidates are chosen among all events with exactly two isolated photons and
two oppositely charged tracks coming from a common vertex in a fiducial region centered
at the beam crossing point. A residual contamination of cosmic rays is made negligible by
a mild cut on the difference between the measured times of flight of the two tracks.

The selected sample is affected by large background from radiative Bhabha events
and multihadronic events with only two detected photons. Bhabhas are removed by the
combination of a collinearity cut in the transverse view (aw+ff- < 170°) and a cut on the
angle between the missing momentum and the nearest isolated photon, which must be
greater than 5°. Only events with well separated photons are accepted (a 7 7 > 15°). A
first rejection of hadronic background is obtained by cuts on event planarity: the total
charged momentum must lie in the event plane, defined by the event vertex and the two
photon conversion points, within 5°, and its projection onto the same plane must point
between the directions of the two photons.

The retained events are 2C fit and accepted if x2 < 15 and m7 7 is equal to the 7r°
mass within 40 MeV. Both m^i^» and m^+^.- distributions show a clear p signal, well

+ + 0^^ ^ ^ p g ,
consistent with one p per event'6!. Fig. 1 gives the e+e~ —• Tr+TT-TT0 cross section. It is
larger than the values expected from the u, p tail contributions and no evident structure
is observed.

T TT+TT TT° channel

Events with one and two photons are taken into account and selected if the missing
momentum is greater than 8% x y/i and the missing energy (in the 4TT* hypothesis) is
greater than 5% x y/a.
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One photon events with a squared missing mass 0 < rn^ < 2 X 10s MeV2 /cA are IC
fit and accepted if x2 < 4 and Ey > 30 MeV. The invariant 7r+ir~7r° mass shows prominent
w and 77 signals^6'. A fit of the best w to a Gaussian curve plus a polynomial function gives
(198 ± 28) w's over (80 ± 8) background combinations.

In the two-photon events selection, an event planarity cut (±15°) operates a first
rejection of multihadronic background. The surviving events are 2C fit and accepted if
X2 < 12, Ey > 30 MeV and 110 < m17 < 160 MeV/c2. The invariant ir+ir~ff mass shows
clean w and 77 signals, over a very low background'6'. The best w fit gives (56 ± 8) w's .

The efficiency for the e+e~ —> WTT+ ir~ is calculated, for both topologies, to be 14.5%
at 1600 MeV, and does not vary (±2.5%) with the center of mass energy. The cross section
is shown in Fig. 2 along with the estimated 5ir background. It is dominated by a wide
bump, centered around 1.65 GeV, as reported by DMl'7^. A best fit to a Breit Wigner
curve added to a polynomial function which takes into account the expected 5TT background
gives the following parameters:

m = (1657 ± 11) MeVIc2

TeeB = (0.15 ± 0.03) keV

, i
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Discussion

The values obtained in the uirir channel are in a good agreement in mass and width
with those reported for the KKir and K+K~ reactions:

KKir: m = (1657 ±27) r = (146 ± 55) MeV/c2

K+K- : m = (1655 ±17) T = (207 ± 45) MeV/c2

with TCCB values which are respectively (480 ± 140) and (33 ± 18) eV. We recall that the
KKir channel essentially proceeds through a K*K dynamics.

The three channels are largely compatible with the presence of a resonant isoscalar
state around 1.65 GeV but it is not evident to connect all these signals to a single one.

The large wnir production may suggest an u' nature for this state, but the pir channel
does not show evidence of a signal at this mass. However it has been shownt8l that this
channel is compatible with a large resonant production (m^» = 1394, Tu> = 147 MeV/c2)
when measurements at lower energies are included. A second resonance with Tnu<< = 1658
and rw" = 192 MeV2 might be also present. We note that the uirir is not associated to
the w'(1394) but this fact may depend on nodes in the wave function.

The present pit- measurement is still consistent with the previous interpretation al-
though dear evidence of a signal at ~ 1650 MeV/c2 is not observed. On the contrary if
the resonances we observe at ~ 1657 MeV/c2 refer to a pure w' state, the pir production
should be very high, much more than the K*K one by SXJ(3).
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On the other hand OZI rule depresses the (1657) state to decay into wirir, pir if it is
a pure (sa). However large mixing is expected between an w8 and a <f>'8 so that the decays
into pure (u,d) states could be easier.

Therefore we conclude that a single ta' production cannot reproduce all the resonant
behaviour we observe. The large K* K production can be explained only if the existence
of the $'(1680) is assumed. The observed WTTTT patterns can be accounted for by taking
into account interference effects of the 4>' with a smaller u> — like production.
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Fig. 1 e+e~-» jr+jr~7r° cross section.
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h Fis.2 e+e"-» U>IZ+K- cross section.


